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1 Executive Summary

1.1 Background

Recent experience has again demonstrated the need for developing a satellite

retrieval capability. The successful mission of the Endeavor shuttle flight

which captured Intelsat 6 required the ad hoe resourcefulness of three

astronauts standing 120 degrees apart in the shuttle cargo bay to perform the

task 1. Having an available capture mechanism which could perform this

task, under supervised control, would have saved many anxious moments

from all on the ground and certainly for the astronauts.

NORAD continues to follow the in-orbit object population. Of a cataloged

total population of 7023 objects in space, 20 percent of these are non

operational payloads and 25 percent represent mission related objects 3.

Further, only 5 percent of the catalog consists of operational payloads. Not

addressed are the undetected objects which were generated from explosions

or collisions. While the expected time between collisions, based on

probability analysis for a nominal satellite diameter of 3 meters is still

large 2, the concern for collisions between existing space debris and current

and new assets grows.

Studies of the population growth and postulated debris collision models

have indicated that early removal of spent flight hardware and nonfunctional

payloads can reduce the rate of growth of debris in space 4. It was further

pointed out that a significant number of such objects were in range of an

OMV type space based vehicle and travel in narrow bands of orbital

inclination which did not require the vehicle to make plane changes. This

analysis did not include the value of such a capability for evolving situations

such as Intelsat 6 and cross over of debris into asset collision orbits due to

interim collisions.
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1.2 SamlliteRea'ievalPm_un

Theoverallobjectiveof theThreeArm CaptureMechanism(TACM) is to

serve as a demonstration of capability for capture of objects in space. These

objects could be sateUites, expended boosters, pieces of debris, etc.;

anything of significant size. With this capability we can significantly

diminish the danger of major collisions of debris with valuable space assets

and with each other, which would otherwise produce many smaller, high

velocity pieces of debris which also become concerns. The captured objects

would be jettisoned into the atmosphere, relocated in 'parking' orbits, or

recovered for disposition or refurbishment. The dollar value of satellites

launched into space continues to grow along with the cost of insurance;

having a capture capability takes a positive step towards diminishing this

added cost.

The satellite retrieval development effort has been in existence at Grumman

since 1987. During this time Gmmman has supported MSFC in contract

work which resulted in a concept selection, ground demonstration hardware

design and fabrication, and performance of mission simulations in

Grumman's Large Amplitude Space Simulator (Fig. 1-1). The test

hardware has been delivered to NASA/MSFC for further testing; it presently

is being installed for tests in the NASA/MSFC Flight Robotics Laboratory.

This program has already gained much experience and information from the

ground test simulations. The 'lessons learned' have been applied to current

study efforts as well as other ongoing programs that investigate automated

rendezvous and docking of spacecraft. Many of the issues originally

identified as requiring resolution prior to committing to flight hardware

(Fig. 1-2) have been addressed in varying degrees in the ground simulation

testing performed.

The effort covered by this report is a planning step towards a flight

demonstration of the satellite capture capability. Based on the requirement

to capture a communication class satellite, its associated booster, or both, a

preliminary system def'mition of a retrieval kit is def'med. The objective of

1-2
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the flight demonstration is to demonstrate the techniques proposed to

perform the mission and to obtain data on technical issues requiring an in-

situ space environment. The former especially includes issues such as

automated image recognition techniques and control strategies that enable an

unmanned vehicle to rendezvous and capture a satellite, contact dynamics

between the two bodies, and the flight segment level of automation required

to support the mission.

A development plan for the operational retrieval capability includes analysis

work, computer and ground test simulations and finally a flight

demonstration. This document describes a concept to perform a selected

mission capturing a precessing communications satellite. Further

development efforts using analytical tools and laboratory facilities are

required prior to reaching the point at which a full commitment to the flight

demonstration design can be made.

1.3 Flight Demonstration Preliminary System Design

The system design for the demonstration hardware focuses on the following

objectives:

• identify the elements of the capture mechanism that are required to

perform capture of a communications class satellite or associated

booster in free space

• consider a broader set of capture missions to ensure the problem

selected is not too restrictive

• perform top level assessments and analysis work to develop

strategies to accomplish the mission

• use existing and emerging technologies to develop design

information that will allow a ftrst order estimate of a configuration,

size, power requirements, weight, and significant near term work

efforts to support the objective.
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The concept proposed is a mechanism which has automated features that

will allow it to grasp the precessing sateUite. The mechanism is attached to a

host vehicle for transport and rendezvous movements and also for power

and communications with a ground station.

As proposed, our design may be compatible with two types of host

vehicles, the shuttle and an unmanned propulsion platform. Figure 1-3

shows the design connected to the unmanned propulsion platform. The

three arm capture mechanism (TACM) is composed of three two link arms,

each having radial movement and collision sensor capability at their

respective tip sections. Each tip section also has a fast actuator and laser

ranging sensor that facilitates radial motion matching with the satellite just

before contact. The three arms are mounted on a spin table which provides

rotational motion for matching capability and alignment with

spinning/precessing satellites. An image recognition system is mounted on

the spin table to perform operations that will direct the vehicle approach to

the satellite in the most desirable orientation for capture. The structure to

which both of the above parts are mounted contains the required capture

control computer processing equipment, a spin motor with signal and power

processing and interfacing equipment. The structure is mounted to the host

vehicle which provides the maneuvering capability.

The TACM will have the capability to capture communication class satellites

and their respective f'mal stage boosters. The TACM has 12 foot arms and

weighs approximately 1200 pounds. The former weight estimate is to be

considered a rough order of magnitude estimate pending design analysis

which respond to contact dynamic loads based on satellite capture

requirements and stipulated host vehicle configuration. While a contingency

figure has been added to the weight estimate, specific support items such as

thermal control, redundancy have not been addressed at this time.

An alternate arrangement attached to the shuttle is shown on Figure 1-4.

The TACM is shown attached to a more robust, stiff version of the RMS

which is installed onto the cargo bay structure. We have reviewed the
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Fig. 1-3 Three Arm Capture Mechanism (I"ACM) Attached to a Host Propulsion Vehicle
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Fig. 1-4 Satellite Retrieval Using the Shuttle as a Host Vehicle
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possibility of capturing the Intelsat 6 which was spinning at 0.2 RPM using

the present RMS. The TACM would be attached to the end of the RMS

using a standard payload grapple fixture. Given that spin rate and the fact

that the minimal precession was involved (giving rise to small contact load

perturbations), we conclude the TACM could have been used to perform the

capture mission. The RMS standard servicing capability 12 includes a

payload that is four times the mass of Intelsat 6. When fully extended, the

RMS has the capability of generating control forces of 230 ft-lbf torque

about the roll (longitudinal) axis. When the arm is not fully extended,

significantly higher forces may be applied to payloads. The estimated

momentum that must be resolved to bring the satellite and TACM to rest is

in the order of 107 ft-lbf, which is reasonably within the design margins of

the RMS assuming that no time constraints force rapid deceleration.
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2 DesignBasisMission

2.1 Backgroundfor Mission Scenario

The objective of the demonstration mission is to capture a communications

class satellite or its associated booster. In case the NSTS Manifest would

not allow scheduling the demonstration or if detail objectives were better

suited to be met by a self contained remote propulsion system, two mission

bases have been used to guide this study; one predicated on the use of the

shuttleand an RMS typehandlingstructureand one using an unmanned

vehicle.The former could taketheform of a boosteror a propulsion

platformsuch astheplanned OMV orvariationof theexistingMinuteman

fourthstagevehicle.

To def'me the target satellite motion and configuration features that should be

included as part of the demonstration, we considered characteristics of

communication satellites in orbit and those presently in the planning stage,

and alsoinformationon theboostersused forfinalorbitalplacement. The

importantparameterswere identifiedand thena missionscenario

demonstrating capture under a prescribed target satellite condition was

developed.

Communication satellite capture opportunities occur in two space regimes:

LEO, for those satellites which have not attained their operational orbit

because of system malfunctions; and GEO, for cases where the satellite did

not arrive at the proper orbital location, a malfunction, or the case of end of

life retrieval/transport. A low earth orbital location was selected for the

demonstration scenario to facilitate use of the shuttle either as a payload

carrier or an active part of the demonstration (i.e., RMS). A LEO location

also provides a better basis for analyzing mission events, is less costly and

also does not have the added burden of GEO communication system time

delay effects (even though this mission is to be based on automated

operation). In each mission case we assumed that the host vehicle was able
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to provide and maintain desirable attitude control with the selected axis of

the target spacecraft; requirements that effected the capture mechanism

performance are addressed.

2.2 Characteristics of the Demonstration Mission Target

This effort, based on investigating capture of a communications class

satellite and/or its associated booster, has reviewed pertinent characteristics

of these components and draws some conclusions relative to a selected

candidate. Owing to the demonstration nature of the mission, it is

suggested that a candidate of reasonable size and mass be chosen, not

specifically the largest and heaviest. Technology issues must still be

resolved and "lessons learned" applied to the design; resolution of issues

may be easier demonstrated on more standardized shapes, albeit of

reasonably similar size shape and mass.

2.2.1 Communication Class Satellites

A summary of major communications satellite characteristics, with a focus

on those manufactured by Hughes (source for most Intelsats) are presented

in Fig. 2-1. They are operationally located in GEO; are mostly cylindrical;

and are mostly spin stabilized, with the top portion, which contains the

transmitting antennas, despun.

The Intelsat class satellites come in various sizes. All except the most recent

one which is in the planning stage, and l.ntelsat 5, are cylindrical and are

spin stabilized.

At end of life, the more recent satellites contain residual propulsion for

relocation to a more remote orbital position. The earlier satellites remain in

position with both portions (despun and spinning sections) gradually

slowing down f'n'st to a composite average rotational speed about the major

axis and then slowly decreasing.
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As shown by Fig.2-1,themass and sizeof communication satelliteshave

increased in response to requirements and technology advances. In general,

there is very little solid frame structure on the lateral cylindrical surface.

The load bearing surface, in general is the bottom face of the permanent

satellite surface; the more current designs 0ntelsat 6) have an additional

section of solar panels telescoping from the bottom of the satellite. The

major axis is almost always perpendicular to the direction of earth nadir.

Currently, more of the future, high technology designs appear to be on a 3-

axis stabilized basis.

A Focus on Intelsat 6

In the followingparagraphs we discuss the Intelsat 6 and its capture,

performed as part of a 1992 shuttle Endeavor space EVA. Three astronauts,

standing 120 degrees apart in the shuttle cargo bay gasped the satellite and

brought it under control. The information is based on telephone discussions

and documentation from the satellite manufacturer and also the mission

support staff at NASA/JSC.

Intelsat 6, and the Intelsat class satellites in general, are manufactured with

the cylindrical surfaces comprising solar cell arrays (See Fig. 2-1, Sheet 4

of 4). The solar cell surfaces are not fabricated to be load bearing surfaces

and are not to take radial loads. Any significant radial pressure (guess at 5

pounds per square inch) will probably damage the cells, and may even

penetrate the surface. As indicated in Fig. 2-2, the satellite is 143.3 inches

in diameter and 172.4 inches in length. The center of gravity 41.1 inches

from the lower (more accessible) end. The weight and moments of inertia

are as follows:

Weight = 8697.8 pounds

Iyy = 4993 slug-ft 2

Izz = 4502 slug-ft 2

Ixx = 4444 slug-ft 2

Iyz = 4.1 slug-ft 2

Iyx = 12.3 slug-ft 2

Izx = 53.2 slug-ft 2
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There is a three point frame for the satellite inside the solar array surface,

running along the length of the cylinder. The Intelsat 6 was built with an

extendible section of solar cell area, a shell that slides out from behind the

lower main array area. See Figure 2-1, Sheet 4 of 4. This extension may

not be retractable. The lower portion of the permanent array area has some

rigidity, but it was not the initial target contact area for the astronaut

mission. The astronauts planned to attach a fbxture to a ring surface inboard

of the lower circular face of the satellite. Refer to Figure 2-2, location

reference A. The interface ring was determined to be one of the sturdiest

locations on the spacecraft and capable of bearing all anticipated program

related loads. When the capture operation did not work, because

insufficient pressure could be exerted on the satellite to actuate the

mechanism on the interface ring without the satellite moving away, other

avenues were attempted. The satellite surface zones that previously were

not to be touched (because of a fear of damage to the solar cells) became

acceptable touch zones. The astronauts used the ring surface that extended

beyond the lower permanent solar cell area as the primary holding surface

(See Figure 2-2, location reference B). This ring is composed of a thin

titanium sheet approximately 7 inches in length. Its purpose is to support

the solar array extension motors and guide the extension downward. This

surface, together with the solar drum positioning units proved to be

sufficiently rigid for grasping and handling the large satellite in a space

environment. Data from accelerometers located on the satellite indicated that

only micro-level accelerations were imposed on the satellite during the

capture operation.

The initial contact made with the satellite by the astronaut produced a yaw

movement to the right. A final spin rate of 0.2 RPM was reported prior to

its capture by the astronauts.

2.2.2 Booster Parts in Orbit

The spent upper stages that transport satellites into geosynchronous Earth
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orbits (GEO)areleft in stableellipticalorbits1. Thesespentstageshave

perigeealtitudesof about300km andapogeealtitudesof about35,800lcm.

Becausetheir orbitalpathcrossesboththegeosynchronousregionaswell

aslow Earthorbit (LEO),it representsa hazardin both.

Thestagesthatarerepresentativeof thepopulationaresummarizedin

Figure2-3. Thesignificantcharacteristicsfor ourcaptureproblemarethe

mass,size,magnitudeandvariationin momentof inertiain thethreeaxis.

Thelargestnominaldiameterisabout120_nches,slightlysmallerthanthe

largestIntelsat.Thedryweight(fuel expended)areof thesameorderof

magnitudeasthesatellite;fully loaded,theweightis considerablyhigher.

Figure 2-3,Sheets2to 4 showthephysicalconfigurationsof someof the

stages.

Work onpredictingtherateof spin rate decay of objects in space has been

initiated by NASA/JSC. Population data is being compiled by Carl Henize.

He referred to work being performed in Germany which includes optical

observations of spin decay characteristics in LEO. A theory was offered by

another expert in the field of space debris that the residual spin mode may

even be promoted by the earth's magnetic field; his calculations show that a

final spin rate of about 5 RPM is possible.

2.2.3 Selection of a Target Satellite Configuration and Spin Condition for use in

the Demonstration

It is proposed that a target equivalent to the size and mass of Intelsat 6 be

selected. A spin condition of 5 RPM and nutation angle of 5 RPM was

selected. The following paragraphs discuss the rationale for our selection.

Consideration 9f Scale

It has been our experience that satisfactory results using scale model testing

involving the complexities of our technologies are easier attained if the test

simulation scale is no less than about 50 to 33 percent of full size. As the
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Rnal Stage Booster
Name

Centaur Atlas

Cer_t=- r iAtlas

Centaur IIA !Atlas

Ce__ur T'rtan

PAM-DII T'_n

Tran.____cje Titan

TOS 13tan

IUS/stage 1/stage 2) Titan

Centaur Titan

3rd stage (PAM-D motor)
-6925

3rd stage (PAM-D motor)

Launch System Final Stage
Manufact'r

Rnal Stage Final Stage Rnal Stage

Gross Weight

(pounds)

Dry Welght

(pounds)

I GD 34300 4300

II GD 41500 4500

IIA & IIAS GD 41800 3800

Envelope Dia. x

length

Ariane 3rd Stage

L7

3.05 m x 9.15 m

3.05 m x 10.1 m

3.05 m x10.1 m

IV GD 52600 7800 4.3 m x 9.0 m

III Mac Dac 7695 555 1.6 m x 2 m

III Martin 29780 6890 3 m x 4.5 m

Ill

IV

23800 2400 3.4 m x 3.3 m

23960/8600 256012540 2.9 m x 5.2 m

52600 7800 4.3 m x 9.0 mIV

OSC/Martin

IBoeincj

General

tDynamics
McDonnell

Delta Oougles 4721 291 1.25 m x 2.04 m

McDonnell

-7925 Delta Douglas 4721 291 _ 1.25 m x 2.04 m

Ariane 4 CNES 26700 2900 ! 2.6 m x 9.9 m

Ariane 5 CNES 2000 5.4 m x 4.5 m

Centaur Atlas I GD 34300 4300 3.05 m x 9.15 m

Centaur Atlas II GO 41500 4500 3.05 m x 10.1 m

Centaur IIA Atlas IIA & IIAS IGD 41800 t 3800 I 3.05 m x10.1 m

Figure 2-3 Sheet I of 4 Summary of Final Stage Boosters
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kinds of independent sensors suites that operate in a concurrent and

integratod manner increase, cross effects in the laws of similitude must be

examined. Using teleoperation, the operator can perform a large number of

functions, accommodating the differences due to scaling. In our proposed

conditions of automation, we are integrating the outputs of many different

types of sensors: force; image sensor data; laser range information to

support CAD modeling, distance sensing, and collision control; spin rate for

motion matching; and servo control inputs to maintain vehicle stability.

Camera and pixel processing capability will be specifically tailored for the

demonstration. Also since this is to be a demonstration mission, it is very

important to exclude as much uncertainty as possible and include realistic

parameters so that flight component selection and technology level readiness

can be verified.

Nmmo_Xmla

The diameter of this proposed target vehicle is representative of the largest

within the communication satellite class. Its dry weight is indicative of a

booster spent weight, the Intelsat 6 also will provide a fairly representative

model of that type of vehicle. Only the case of capturing a satellite still

attached to its booster would provide a more extreme demonstration case.

The ability of the TACM to accommodate such off-nominal cases can be

analyzed as part of future activities.

Intelsat 6 represents a target model of a cylinder with smooth cylindrical

surfaces and an accessible bottom surface area. The top portion of the

actual satellite is not considered accessible due to protruding appendages

(although we may fred that the selected capture arm size may facilitate

approaching from this direction also). For our capture case, we plan to

grasp the satellite with as much care as possible at points which offer some

rigidity and substrate support. From a communication satellite owner's

point of view, no such point exists on the cylindrical surface, so

performance of such a capture mission would include risk to the solar cells.

We would therefore plan on two potential areas:
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• the lowest part of the permanent solar array, from which the

extension is drawn. See location reference B in Figure 2-2. This

capture point is about 41.1 inches from the major axis center of

mass.

in a plane where the satellite support frame is located along the

length of the satellite. The depth is dependent on the size of the

capture arms and degree of nutation of the satellite; we need to

reach around the lower surface, which represents the plane of

maximum travel. From a preliminary investigation it appears that

the TACM concept can reach 65 inches along the satellite lateral

dimension.

We will however maintain a generic view on depth penetration, since the

capture orientation and control strategy is not a function of where on the

lateral surface we capture the satellite.

gi dity

We are basing our proposed methodology on the fact that the surface and

substrate will provide adequate rigidity to perform capture and then to

facilitate transport. Additional data and probably testing or modeling must

be performed to support our postulated methodology; for purposes of

conceptual planning and establishing a baseline for a demonstration

mission, we believe our proposal will suffice. "Lessons learned"

information mandates that we plan on matching motion with the satellite and

minimize the relative initial contact force (impulse) and ensure that all

capture arm contact is coordinated and are applied simultaneously and in a

consistent manner. Beyond that, the capture pad should be as big as

possible and conform to the surface to minimize the contact pressure and

spread out the load effect.

Motion Condition

Previous work has investigated the issues encountered in capture of

satellites in pure spin around their major cylindrical axis. Grumman has
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performedtestsimulations of that problem on a teleoperation basis. In this

capture mode, an operator takes an active role in all motion matching and

capture movements of the mechanism.

It is realistic to postulate that the target satellite will have a motion condition

along a major axis. Previous study work and observations in space have

verified that spinning objects gradually reduce to major geometrical axis

spins. For demonstration purposes we will assume a reasonable precession

condition far greater that the Intelsat capture condition. This will

demonstrate the control technique required on a more generic basis.

2.3 Mission Scenario

The scenario that was used to identify the step operations for using the three

arm capture mechanism (TACM) to perform satellite capture and define the

system for the demonstration mission is described below. Information on

how the equipment and TACM mounted sensors are to be used in the

capture process is also included. This level of detail aids the component

specification task and provides shape to the scenario mission timeline. A

overview of the entire scenario is depicted in Figure 2-4.

The target satellite is assumed to be an Intelsat 6 satellite spinning slowly

with precession.

The TACM is attached a host vehicle which is assumed to have the

navigation and positioning capabilities to position the TACM within range

of the image recognition system to interact with the target satellite and

initiate the capture mission. The host vehicle is responsible for rendezvous

and far term proximity operations with the target satellite. The TACM is

composed of three two-link arms which each have radial tip control. The

TACM is equipped with a suite of sensors that includes an image

recognition system and a companion base mounted laser ranging sensor,

three arm-mounted laser ranging sensors and pressure sensitive pads at the
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1. Initial Feature Interrogation

3. Proximity Maneuvers (up to envelope hold)

5. Rigidization

2. Proximity Maneuvers (up to orientation hold)

4. Capture and Stabilization

6. Transport and Rendezvous

Figure 2-4 TACM Satellite Capture Scenario
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tips of each arms.

The desirablelevelof supervisedautomation forthismission,would be

characterizedby the use of holdpointswhere the mission controloperator

has the opportunitytotakeabortaction,instructthedevicetoconlinuethe

planned action sequence, or take alternative action.

2.3.1 Initial Feature Interrogation

This step starts at approximately 50 feet from the target vehicle and includes

initial inspection movements. It is anticipated that the host vehicle/TACM

will move closer to the target during these operations.

Once theoperabilityof theTACM systems has been verifiedand initial

mapping has provided positivecorrelationtoa CAD model, a statussignal

istransmittedtothe ground station.

2.3.2 Proximity Maneuvers (up to orientation hold)

This task includes all maneuvering required to establish a desirable TACM

hold position with the target sateUite. Orientation hold is defined as having

the TACM along the desired satellite approach vector (i.e. a selected target

satellite spin orientation axis). The position of the TACM/host vehicle at the

orientation hold point is approximately two diameters away from the target

vehicle. See Figure 2-4.

The TACM provides control maneuvering directions to the host vehicle

processor to continue movement until the TACM is aligned along the

desired approach vector. The maneuvering process continues based on

TACM commands to the host vehicle for maneuvering jet firings. A

preprogrammed approach vector profile which minimizes thrusting in the

direction of the target vehicle is used. The image mapping system also

continues to update its data base during the maneuvering process and

provides updated inputs to the TACM processor to improve alignment with
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the selected satellite axis. The distance sensor system located at the base of

the TACM supports the image mapping process and provides the

information to establish that the TACM is at the desirable orientation match

conditions.

2.3.3 Proximity Maneuvers (up to envelope hold)

This task includes all maneuvering and TACM movement required to

establish an envelope hold position with the target vehicle. Envelope hold is

def'med as having the TACM along the desired approach vector, spinning at

the selected satellite spin rate, at the desired capture depth along the lateral

surface of the satellite cylindrical surface but outside of its motion envelope.

See Figure 2-4.

Upon receipt of authorization from the ground operator to proceed from

"orientation hold," the TACM spin table is actuated and rotates the TACM

assembly to match motion with the target satellite spin rate. The spin rate

command is derived from the results of the image recognition system

modeling. Once stabilized, a status signal is U'ansmitted to the ground

station for authorization to proceed to envelope hold. The TACM provides

control maneuvering commands to the host vehicle processor to proceed along

the desired approach vector towards the target satellite. The rnaneuvering

process continues based on host vehicle maneuvering jet fa-ings commands

determined by the TACM system. A preprogrammed approach vector prof'fle

continues to minimize thrusting in the direction of the target vehicle. The

image mapping system also continues to update its data base during the

maneuvering process and provides updated inputs into the TACM processor

to improve alignment with the selected satellite axis; these inputs are integrated

with distance information from the base mounted and the arm mounted laser

sensors. Both of the prior inputs are compared to the evolved CAD motion

model to confLrrn location of the satellite relative to the TACM and movement

of the selection capture station (plane cut by TACM tip pads). When this

envelope condition is attained, a signal is transmitted to the ground,

requesting authorization to proceed to contact and capture.
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2.3.4 Capture and Stabilization

This task includes all station keeping maneuvering and TACM movement

required to establish contact and target vehicle capture. Capture is defmed

as having the TACM in controlled contact with the selected lateral surface of

the target. See Figure 2-4.

Upon receipt of ground control authorization, the TACM arm proceeds

fttrther inward towards the target. The movement of the arm tip sections are

synchronized with the inward/outward precessing motion of the target using

the tip linear actuators. The overall plan is to maintain the main arm links

stationary and only use the tip sections in a radial direction. The sensors

located at each tip section provide distance information to the TACM spin

table processor which performs the calculations to ensure that all arms

contact the target at the same time and with the same force. Touch pad

sensors located in each arm contact pad provide contact pressure

information. Arm movements continue to support an even application of

forces from all arms on the target. Control of the target is first performed

by a programmed application of corrective pressure between the arms that

diminishes the precession effect of the target; this takes into consideration

the rigidity of the target surface, the location relative to the center of mass,

and the corrective stability capability of the host vehicle thrusters. When the

precession motion of the target vehicle has diminished such that the satellite

is in pure spin, a braking force will be applied, using the host vehicle

thrusters and controlled braking of the spin table. These forces are

transferred to the satellite through the three arms. The despin operation is

performed within the capability of the host vehicle thrusters to maintain

stability and minimize pad slippage with the target. Upon reaching a stable

(stationary) point, a status signal is transmitted to the ground, requesting

authorization to apply rigidization contact forces.
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2.3.5 Rigidization

This taskincludesall maneuveringand TACM movement required to

establish/reestablish contact with the target vehicle at a location suitable for

transport. Rigidization is def'med as having the TACM in contact with the

selected lateral surface of the target at an exerted pressure that allows safe

transport of the target to another location. See Figure 2-4.

Upon receipt of ground control authorization, the TACM arms either change

position along the lateral surface of the target or increase forces to a level

that supports safe controlled transport. In the case where a change in

location is warranted, contact pressure is released and the arms move to the

new location. This operation is performed using the TACM arm

movements only, ff possible. If additional lateral movement is desired (i.e.,

to place the bottom of the target vehicle against "retention stops" or to grasp

the target at the center of mass, the host vehicle thrusters will be used. The

arm and base distance sensors support the change in location and coordinate

symmetric contact application as required. Contact pad pressure

information is also coordinated to ensure consistent and equal application of

pressure to levels that support safe transport. Upon reaching that condition,

a status signal is transmitted to the ground, requesting authorization to

initiate transport.

2.3.6 Transport and Rendezvous with On-orbit Support System

Upon receipt of a signal from the ground, the TACM systems are shut

down, except for those that maintain and transmit status information on

rigidization pressure. The host vehicle propulsion system then propels the

composite structure to rendezvous with the on-orbit support system for

transfer of the captured object.

2.3.7 Hand-off to Support System

The host vehicle/TACM/captured satellite is stabilized at the transfer location.
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To executetransferof theobjectfrom thehostvehicle/TACM to the local

restraint system, the TACM arms are activated and move away from the object

after the local interface has attached to the object. It is postulated that the local

interface will constrain the object sufficient to enable safe maneuvering of the

host vehicle away from the transfer point without disruptive influences of the

thrusters.
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3 PreliminarySystemsDesign- TACM Flight Demonstration Article

3.1 System Definition

The purpose of the capture system is to demonstrate capture of a target

satellite in space under operational conditions of supervised autonomy and

also to resolve technology issues which cannot be adequately verified by

ground testing. The latter relate especially to space dynamics issues

pertaining to controlled contact between the capture device and the target

satellite and the level of supervised intelligence (automated approach, feature

recognition and automated contact procedures) contained within the flight

segment.

The proposed mission is to capture a communications class satellite of the

type that could be spinning at a residual rate of 5 RPM along its major

central axis and precessing at rates up to 5 RPM at a nutation angle of 5

degrees off the principal axis.

Aids are to be included on the capture mechanism system to support

automated capture to the maximum extent feasible, lower ground operator

work load, and mitigate the effects of time delay in the performance of the

capture operations.

A shuttle based experiment and stand-alone booster/space propulsion

platform are to be considered as possibilities for the host vehicle attachment.

A schematic showing the concept top level functional allocations between the

TACM flight segment and interfacing elements is presented in Figure 3-1.

The operator (located remotely at the ground control station) functions are

limited to supervisory and administrative tasks such as authorizing phase

initiation of major task phases, verifying that the remote vehicle has attained

the objectives of specific phases of the mission using down-linked

information, and override of safety procedures. The host vehicle is
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Ground Station (Operator)

• Initiates authority to proceed with phased mission sequences
• communicates with host vehicle
• communicates to TACM via host vehicle commmunications systems and

processor
• executes safety override commands
• performs verification of attained objectives using down-link information

Host Vehicle

• Initial orbital tracking and maneuvering
• Communication with ground/communications satellites

• Composite host/'rACM vehicle stability
• Power resource to perform capture mission

• Feature recognition and satellite motion characterization

• Satellite capture
• Motion matching with target satellite
• controls capture mission

Fig. 3-1 Top Level System Functions and Interfaces
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responsible for transport, providing TACM orientation, communication with

the ground station and TACM, and power for all TACM operations. In this

capacity, it also must provide a stable platform from which the capture

operation is performed and subsequent transport of the captured object is

accomplished. The TACM is responsible for all capture operation commands

and capture movement required to bring the object under control for transport.

To accomplish these tasks, once the TACM image processors and laser

sensors are within range, the TACM assumes active control of the capture

mission. The computers located on the TACM provide orientation

commands to the host vehicle and analyze data to determine the location and

motion state of the object.

A block diagram of the elements comprising the TACM flight demonstration

system is presented in Figure 3-2. The structure is fastened to the host

vehicle using a bolt pattern; this facilitates direct transfer of loads to the host

vehicle. Should load damping of impact loads be required, introduction of

dampers in the arm sections at a more mature point in the design can be

considered. The spin table is mounted to the TACM structure via a large

bearing assembly. Power and data cross the rotating interface using slip

rings. The spin table provides the structural base for the three two-link

capture arms which each have passive compliant pads to facilitate the

capture operation. Each pad assembly also has a smaller, fast acting linear

actuator to support minimizing contact loads. The image processor which

plays a major role in directing the path of capture is mounted on the spin

table, collocated with a laser sensor provides target distance information.

3.2 TACM Concept Description

The description presented in this section presents a concept configuration to

perform the capture mission. Component sizing and performance values

were based on postulated mission parameters, derived requirements and

lessons learned from the previous simulations performed by Grumman, and
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f'trst order calculations which provide concept system level sizing

information for component selection.

Additional design constraints to account for launch loads and specific

vehicle safety factors have not been included nor addressed.

Component selection was made based on estimated performance

requirements and experience resulting from the many series of satellite

capture simulations performed in Grumman's Large Amplitude Space

Simulator. Product selection was guided by available performance

specifications of commercial equipment, since directly applicable flight

equipment is not available. Specification information for components was

requested on the basis of estimated flight use where possible.

Figure 1-4 shows a sketch of the concept mechanism. To perform the

mission, the mechanism must be attached to a stable platform that can

maintain position while the TACM spins up to match motion with a target

satellite. The composite vehicle must react to controlled contact loads and

be able to despin an object in space. It is composed of three two-link arms

attached to a spin table. The TACM is solidly attached to a host vehicle. For

the postulated mission case, a mechanism with three 12 foot arms is

required. The arms provide a maximum grasp diameter of about 160 inches.

Each arm is comprised of two links, each controlled by a linear actuator and

a pad assembly which also has a smaller linear actuator. The two arms

provide rough positioning, with final capture movement being provided by

the pad assembly actuator. The three arms are positioned 120 degrees apart,

attached to a spin table. The latter provides spin matching between the

capture vehicle and target satellite.

Vehicle positioning, motion matching and arm positioning is aided by an

integrated conlrol system composed of sensors, an image recognition

system, and inputs to the TACM spin table motor drive, the three arm

actuators and host vehicle propulsion system. Only supervisory inputs are
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anticipatedfrom thegroundstationduring the capture operation.

The following sections describe each subsystem or major component as to

its intended function, basis for sizing, and significant parameters for

mission performance.

3.2.1 Structure

The structttre is the load bearing path that transmits forces to the host vehicle

from the TACM. It is envisioned to be an open aluminum frame structure

with exterior environmental control skins. The host vehicle, during mission

operations, would be expected to counter these forces using reaction control

jets to provide a stable TACM platform. The structure will contain

mounting provisions for the main computer processor and elements of the

spin table assembly which include the motor and other rotary support

equipment. The spin table bearing assembly will be mounted to the

structure surface, providing the load path from the spin table and its attached

arm.

3.2.2 Spin Table Assembly

The purpose of the spin table assembly is to provide rotational motion for

the attached arms to position themselves relative to the target satellite. It

contains the following major subassemblies:

• motor and reduction gear

• the spin table shaft and drive assembly

• slip brake and coupling

• slip ring

It also provides mounting area for the camera and 2-D image processor,

base mounted laser positioning system, the three capture ann assemblies

and associated control and instrumentation wiring.
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Motor

A stipulated constraint for the motor is to run off 28 VDC regulated power

supply. A bruskless design was selected for the baseline design. Brushless

motors run better above a minimum 500 RPM. To prevent undesirable

moment disturbance effects of the host vehicle (and minimize RCS thruster

use) the motor was located in line with the principle TACM spin axis.

The sizing parameter for the motor was the moment of inertia of the TACM

components. Based on the preliminary requirement to provide a variable

rotation speed capability at a maximum nominal imposed 10 RPM output

rotation rate, a speed reducer was included. It was decided to increase the

speed reduction rate to 100:1 so that increased capability for small variances

was available. A TACM "spin-up" configuration where the arms were

spread at their widest point was used to size the motor; this places the arm

mass furthest away form the centerline. The merits of including incremental

rotational movement capability (step movements) to accommodate specific

capture strategies (which would be developed as part of detail design) will

be assessed later.

3.2.3 Capture Arm Assembly

3.2.3.1 Mechanism Slructure

The frame will probably be of extruded and fastened aluminum; trades

focused on using alternative materials such as composites and special

strength materials should be considered as part of normal design process.

3.2.3.2 Actuators and Arm Assembly Structure

For the concept 12 foot arm design, three actuators will be required per arm.

A summary of the concept specifications are summarized in Figure 3-3.

The allowable loads given in the table are for the commercial equipment and

are within the calculated mechanism arm load conditions during spin up.
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Link Throw Rated load Power Speed of Movement Max.

_nches) (pounds)

lower 22 inches 1000

upper 34 inches 1000 33

k

tip 20 inches 575 (while

moving)"

Reqm't

(amps @ 28

vDc)
18

(Inches per second) Dynamic
Load (Ibs.)

2.5 at no load; low

speed at load

500 tensile

2.5 at no load; low 1000

speed at load compression
10 irVsec at load ] 75 tensile

I
* should be able to take higher loads when bottomed against stops

Figure 3-3 Concept Actuator Specifications
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The loads imposed on the arms and the actuators during capture and despin

should be regulated based on a selected control strategy which also

addressed the capabilities of the host ACS. Contact dynamics analysis must

be performed to determine anticipated loads that could be experienced

during capture and despin conditions to verify that the design is realistic and

that the reaction control jets selected are able to provide stability during the

postulated capture mission operation.

The actuators for the two major arms links can be of the acme screw design,

but ball screw designs could be considered. Their function will be to

provide initial positioning and exert the loads on the satellite required for

final stabilization and U'ansport. Although the acme screw design is lower

in efficiency, it is self locking and cannot be back driven by the load. These

links are driven to the envelope position and should not move during the

time when the tip actuator follows movement of the satellite surface to

perform the capture operation. The speed requirement of these actuators are

nominal and should not require special designs. The loads identified in

Fig. 3-3 represent an estimate of the actuator loads resulting from holding

the target satellite and preventing it from "shifting" along the major thrust

axis of the host vehicle.

The tip actuator's primary use is to exert the necessary force to contact the

satellite with minimum disturbance torque and then slowly, according to a

preset control sequence, reduce the precession rate of the captured satellite

until it is in pure spin. The time required to perform this operation will be

based on parameters such satellite surface strength, location of contact

relative to the satellite center of mass, the satellite moment of inertia, et al.

The tip actuator is required to move (in a radial direction) at a faster rate than

the local precessing satellite surface changes its effective local radius. A ball

screw design generally is associated with this requirement. After contact

with the satellite has been made, small force increments will be applied to

decrease the precession rate. Once the precession effects are minimized by

controlled force reaction, each tip actuator shaft is slowly retracted while the

major links are moved to maintain constant pressure at the satellite surface.
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The process will continue until the tip actuator is fully retracted (against its

stops) and further pressure increases can be exerted using the main link

actuators.

Actuator position is required as an input to the control schema, requiring an

encoder at each actuator motor. Limit switches would also be part of the

design.

3.2.3.3 Capture Pads

It is very important to contact the satellite with as much surface area as

possible to reduce the average pressure load on the satellite surface. Our

concept is a circular series of compliant cylinders joined to the pad plate.

This approach (See Fig. 3-4) uses the capability of the cylinders to deform

to reduce impact loads. The cylinders could each be made of a spring,

encased in protective material or a deformable rubber that has resiliency.

The material used must withstand the space environment and booster safety

standards.

The level of load absorption required will be determined by impact contact

dynamics modeling and assessing the flexibility of the structure and

capability of the reaction control jets to counter the imbalance load

conditions. The need for additional measures such as a tip actuator damper

assist or a spherical bearing at the pad-actuator joint will evolve from this

analysis.

The linear actuator located in each pad assembly allows travel to either

increase the pressure force or decrease it accordingly so consistent forces

using all three arms support the planned capture control logic. Sensors

contained in the top surface of each pad cylinder generate force information

that is used to command actuator position and direction to maintain desired

levels of arm load conditions. Depending on the linear and repeatability

characteristics of the cylinder assemblies, the measurements could be placed

at the base of the cylinder, thus avoiding the potential for abrasion. Some
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Compliant cylinder_

Pad Base

Contact Force Application Directions

Fig. 3-4 Capture pad configuration
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3.2.3.4

measurements are still required at the top surface to provide indications of

target satellite contact load direction.

Sensors

Pressure sensors, of a type using polymeric piezoelectric films are used in

our concept to provide pad surface pressure data on impact and subsequent

loading conditions. This film material transforms a mechanical force to an

electrical response. According to vendor information (Reference 9) the

material is pliant, tough and lightweight and has piezoelectric sensitivities

that can be used in this application. We envision that multiple sensors will

be located on each pad. These can be then averaged to generate pressure

information or used absolutely for impact load avoidance measures. The

contact force data would be used to equalize contact forces among all arms

and support contact force logic that controls the arm movements to ensure

that the resulting loads remain within the design basis of the TACM.

A laser ranging system is deployed within each pad to transmit the local

radial distance to the satellite. The system is envisioned to comprise a diode

laser with a scanner and optical detector as depicted on Fig. 3-5. The

accuracy of this system should approach about 0.125 inches in the near field

with degraded resolution in the far field. Range information should be

updated at a rate in the millisecond time frame. Based on discussion with

laser system companies, 1° commercial type hardware can be made available

to support our application They propose a small rectangular box with two

1" optics on one face and a power/serial data connection on the opposite

face that emits an eye safe laser beam at 851 nm from one lens and receives

a reflected optical signal through the other lens. The expected change in

radial direction of the satellite in the postulated mission case is 0.5 inches

per second.
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3.2.4 Target Recognition System

3.2.4.1 Approach

The objective is to devise a method to identify and completely model the

motion of a known, uncooperative satellite in space, and to use this

information to capture that satellite. The postulated motion conditions that

the object could have includes spin and precession. The postulated

configuration is that of a cylindrical communications satellite.

The sensing requirements of the satellite capture problem are based on the

need to do (1) satellite identification, (2) maneuver for capture, and (3)

perform capture. While the most generic recognition problem requires a

system that will try to identify an unknown object, the approach postulated

for the present study for (1) is based on the detection of key target satellite

features for identification purposes such as movement, envelope,

shading/color, special markings, general shape, and landmarks e.g. solar

panels or antennae or unique and easily detectable shapes. For (2), our

approach is to fast determine the motion characteristics of the satellite from

the processed image information above. After establishing and conf'n'rning

the motion characteristics with further image information we establish key

features that are readily detectable and allow faster processing of selected

local features during the maneuvering and approach process. Part (3)

includes the maneuvering and final approach associated with the capture

process after the relative motion state between the two vehicles is

determined and can be predicted using the developed model.

Existing space application work has mostly been directed at recognition of

specific feature targets (decals) by imagers (Reference 5, 6). The target

satellite, in the former cases were assumed to be stationary in known

locations and orientations. Our thrust does not assume such aids are

available on the satellite and seeks to analyze and compare images and time-

sequenced patterns to CAD database and/or other intelligence information to

verify identification and predict movement patterns of object surfaces and
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determinesatelliteorientation.Selectedcontrolstrategieswill then be used

to maneuver the chase vehicle and the attached capture kit into an orientation

best suited for performing the capture operation. The latter effort will be

discussed further in section 3.2.5.

As a baseline for performing the recognition task we are selecting two

sensory elements which are to work in tandem. We are selecting a 2-D

CCD camera system augmented with a laser distance measurement system.

The image data are analyzed by an onboard computer processing system.

The resulting information is compared against CAD database information

towards attaining identification and satellite movement predictions. A laser

ranging system, collocated at the base of the spin table with the camera,

provides primary depth data; this sensor is used as an approach sensor

during the capture phase of the mission. Considerable development has

been made on auto focus lenses that enable imaging during times of direct

sun; support lighting will provide ample lighting in times of total darkness.

As technology advances are made, component parts of the imaging system

can be upgraded and modified (e.g. 2-D CCD image processing to 3-D

CCD image processing and perhaps a total replacement by an alternative 3-D

laser system); the parameter values defined in this study (i.e. weight,

power, data processing throughput) would still be meaningful.

3.2.4.2 Description of CCD Imager and Processing System

The distance of the object from the camera varies from tens of meters during

satellite identification to under a meter when closing in for the capture.

Hence the camera must be equipped with zoom lenses. Also as fighting

condition is variable, an auto-iris mechanism must also be provided. To

provide sufficient resolution for image processing, the size of the image

array should be 256 x 256 or larger.

The image processing methodology in terms of the capture scenario

elements is presented in Figures 3-6 through 3-9. In the 'identify' stage

(Figure 3-7), the edges and segments are obtained from the image.
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Relevantimagefeaturessuch as object boundary and markings are derived

from the edges and segments. The clarity of the image data, taken at an

instant of time, is not effected by the continuing motion of the target since

the data is received almost instantaneously compared to the motion of the

target. These features are matched against predicted image features obtained

from the model stored in the data base. These predicted image features are

2-D projections of surface and other features from the 3-D based CAD data.

If there is no match, the viewpoint of the TACM is adjusted to get better

image features. The image processing system provides inputs to the TACM

main computer which provides position specifications to the control system

of the host vehicle to move around the target in a prescribed manner. The

continuing adjustments are driven by the evolving scenario data base file.

When the object in the image is matched to a specific model in the data base,

the next image processing function to be performed is motion matching

(Fig. 3-8). The data captured by the imaging system is saved in a data file

and is used in a model-based fashion to predict the motion state. The

motion state possibilities are also predicted from inertial information. Once

both the object shape and movement are determined in space coordinates,

the TACM can start orienting itself along a desirable capture vector.

To match the motion, the TACM is first oriented along a desirable approach

vector. A sequence of images are obtained from the camera. Confirmation

that the TACM is along the required approach vector is determined by

comparison of the image views with the predicted data base view. Again

the TACM is tracking a moving object where the image data is taken at an

instant of time.

Thc instantaneous TACM approach vector is determined by tracking the

motion of the silhouette of the object. Then the deviation of the actual

approach vector and the desired vector is calculated and the TACM moves to

the improved orientation.

After attaining the desired orientation, motion matching is then attempted by

using information derived from image data sequences (Fig. 3-8). This is
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done through a combination of predicting and comparing the view of the

object as the TACM spin table rotates to the desired rate. This rotation

matching process continues until the actual image view matches the

predicted data base view. We will investigate the possibility of using an

extended Kalman f'dter to estimate the vehicle parameters.

When motion matching is completed, object capture is attempted. In this

mode, the image processing system supports tracking of the capture points

using the developed data base and feeds back their position and velocity to

the control system. The TACM proceeds along the desired approach vector

until the selected capture station is reached; data to determine this location is

provided by both the image processing images, the arm and base mounted

laser ranging sensors and their assessment with data base files. The arm

mounted laser ranging system provides distance data to the immediate target

surface. The control system moves the tip actuator arms to f'_t follow the

local target surface and then make contact. The pads of the arms are moved

into position to grasp the object, using fuzzy logic or neural net optimal

control techniques; see Fig. 3-9.

3.2.4.3 Base Laser System

A similar laser distance measurement system is used. The system is

collocated on the spin table base. The resolution of the laser system must

match that of the 2-D CCD camera. For the z-dimension, the resolution

should also match that of the x and y dimensions of the 2-D CCD camera.

The critical values for these resolutions are determined by the accuracy

required for determining the cone axis, cone angle, and spin rate.

3.2.4.4 Description of Model Data Base

The model data base contains the CAD data necessary for satellite

identification. This includes the 3-D information for predicting the attitude

of the satellite. This prediction is used to aid satellite identification and

motion and trajectory estimation. For example, the projection of the
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3.2.4.5

3.2.4.6

3.2.4.7

satellite'soutlineontoa 2-D plane can be used to match against the image or

to "fill-in" for missing edges in the image. Thus the satellite's outline in the

image need not be "perfect." During the maneuver for capture and capture

itself, the model can be used to predict the visible shape of the satellite, its

substructures, or markings, in the image from the view-point of the camera.

Required algorithms

The algorithms required include those for low level image processing (e.g.

edge detectors, boundary Irackers), blob tracking, motion detection, and

model matching.

Description of Lighting

Our concept provides fighting using tungsten halogen lamps with a fixed

reflector geometry. The definition of wattage and field of illumination

should support the camera lens requirements.

Description of Laser Mapper (alternative - not included in baseline)

Like the CCD system above, the laser mapper system is to generate a picture

of the satellite albeit in this case a 3-D representation. If both were used on

the same mission, using the 2-D CCD camera system as the primary

imaging system, the laser would serve as a backup when the lighting

condition is not good enough for proper imaging and take over the ranging

function. The 2-D resolution (x-y plane) of the laser mapper must match

that of the 2-D CCD camera. For the z-dimension, the resolution should

also match that of the x and y dimensions. The critical values for these

resolutions are determined by the accuracy required for determining the cone

axis, cone angle, and spin rate.

3-D object sensing systems that use video camera, structured light

illumination, and high-speed computation to measure points and surfaces in

a stationary and moving three dimensional scene are under development.
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Onesystem11is saidto beableto measureandprocessafull sceneof about

50,000pointswith veryhighprecisionin about0.05seconds.All of the

measurementdatamaybeacquiredasfastas1/10,000secondswhich

allowsthesensorto makenearlyinstantaneousmeasurementsof objectsin

motion. Measurementaccuracyis about1/2000of thefield of view; thus

with a4 inch field of view, thesystemcanmeasurethelocationof objectsin

asceneto anabsoluteaccuracy(onestandarddeviation)of about0.002
inches.

This systemhasnomovingparts.A structuredlight patternin theform of a

fan of multiple light planesis generatedby asolid-statelaserandoptics.

Laserstripesgeneratedbythereflectionof thestructuredlight patternoff of
the3D scenearemeasuredby thevideosystemthenpassedto ahighspeed

imageprocessor.Theimageprocessorlocatesall stripesin the imageand

calculatestheir 3-Dcoordinatesinnearreal-timeusingtriangulation.

3.2.5 ControlSystem Def'mition

3.2.5.1 Approach Methodology for Capture

The primary strategy for approaching the target satellite is to determine a

vector relative to the target which minimizes the satellite surface motion

relative to each of the three TACM pads when the TACM is at the desired

spin rate. A top-level capture mission control scheme is presented by

Fig. 3-10. It shows the major elements that support the controlled capture

mission under the requirement that the TACM perform the mission under

conditions of supervised autonomy.

The optimum approach vector for the case of pure spin around the axis of

symmetry is to align the TACM spin axis with the satellite spin axis.

Spinning the TACM to match the satellite spin rate produces zero relative

motion for the satellite surface point directly below each pad with respect to

the pad frame of reference. Achieving this condition, insures that the

contact forces between each pad and its respective satellite surface contact
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pointwill becollinearwith the pad actuator axis (minimal contact side

loads).

The correct approach vector for a target satellite motion which includes

precession is not quite as clear. A non-real-time computer simulation was

developed to help evaluate and analyze this case. The simulation was

written using the Advanced Control and Simulation Language (ACSL)

running on a SUN SPARC Station computer. The user can specify target

dimensions, mass properties, spin rate about the axis of symmetry and the

nutation angle. The TACM position and attitude (pitch angle), relative to the

target, and spin rate can also be specified. The simulation calculates and

stores the initial point of intersection along the sight line of each TACM pad

to the satellite surface at the start of the simulation. The three points are

tracked with respect to their pads to determine relative motion.

The primary coordinate system used for the kinematics analysis of the

target/TACM is presented in Fig. 3-11. Target body coordinates are chosen

as the principal axes of a typical cylindrical satellite, like Intelsat 6, with the

"z" axis aligned with the target axis of symmetry (spin axis). The TACM

body axis is centered on the spin axis platform with "z" axis aligned on the

spin axis. A TACM spin axis coordinate system is defined which shares the

same origin as the TACM body system but rotates with the TACM. A local

pad coordinate system is defined for each of the three linear locations. The

positive "y" axis is coUinear with the pad linear actuator. The other

coordinate directions for each of the systems are as shown and obey the

"right hand "rule. An inertial system is defined as shown. Target and

TACM orientation are defined relative to inertial coordinates.

Initial simulation work shows that pitching the TACM with respect to the

target sateUite reduces the magnitude of the surface motion that each pad

"sees". While the ultimate approach would be to exactly emulate the motion

of the satellite with the TACM before attempting capture, exact motion

matching may not be attained. Residual momentum impact forces may still

have to be accommodated during the capture operation. The following
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paragraphs discuss the case where some relative motion would still be

present during capture. The purpose of the following discussion is to

clef'me an approach for problem analysis, thereby identifying realistic

requirements for the TACM design.

Figure 3-12 presents the relative motion of a point on the satellite along the

line of sight below a pad when the target is in pure spin. The distance and

line of sight angle between the capture pad and surface of the satellite

remains unchanged. The angle of the plane, which contains all three capture

mechanism pads would be normal to the spin axis of the sateUite and

TACM.

Adding a precessing motion to the sateUite spin condition, causes the point

on the satellite to wander back and forth and also towards and away from

the pad. This is shown by a pad line of sight relative motion and distance

trace in Figure 3-13. This point was selected to not pass through the center

of mass.

Changing the approach angle of the mechanism to the satellite to

approximately equal to the nutation angle decreases the amplitude of the

changes as shown by Figure 3-14. We have now approximately emulated

therotationof the satelliteusing only thespintableformotion and the host

forattitudechanges. Radialchanges ("Y" direction)aretrackedusing an

activepad actuatorsystem. The remaining residualmotions archandled

using aTACM controlstrategythatincludesarm and pad compliance,host

vehicleRCS jetreactiveforces,and TACM structuralflexibility.Assuming

thatthecaptureplane cutsthroughthe centerofmass ofthe satelliteresults

in an even more improved initialcapturecondition(Figure3-15),but may

not be asfavorableforapplying forcestodespinthe target.

Assuming we captureatthepositiontypicallydescribedby motions of

Figure3-14,we propose thatthe approach be tominimize contactloads

duringcapture.The momentum transferintheradialdirection(Y-axis)

could be reduced and controlledwithinplanned limitsby moving thepad
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actuator at a rate that approximates the rate of travel of the satellite in that

direction. For the case of an Intelsat 6, this would require a maximum rate

movement of 0.5 inches per second. Postulating that we make contact with

an Intelsat 6 class satellite that is rotating at a rate of 5 RPM with a nutation

angle of 5 degrees, a momentum transfer of approximately 200 slugs-ft2/sec

is required to circularize the travel of the satellite. Once a pure spin condition

is attained, slow spin table breaking can bring the satellite to rest at a rate

consistent with the performance capability of the host ACS. Using the

above capture methodology, a TACM capture mission is feasible.

Additional analysis work is required to gain a more detail understanding of

the contact dynamics of the problem.

3.2.5.2 The Need for an Integrated Control Scheme

Successful automated capture of a precessing satellite requires the

coordinated movement of all three TACM arms, controlled rotation of its

spin table, and host vehicle reaction jet supervision based on data derived

from TACM image, distance and contact sensors.

An integrated TACM control system is required to command the host

vehicle control system to provide reaction control jet f'wings and move the

active TACM elements in support of the capture operation. The overall

control system is made up of three parts, each possessing the capability of

coordinated independent action, as required by the overall control logic.

Target Satellite Reco_mai_ion System - This system is responsible for initial

target recognition and determim'ng the periodic motion state and relative

location of the target satellite. The image recognition system provides

inputs, based on desirable approach algorithms, so that the TACM can

approach the target in the best orientation that enables capture along the

vector in which contact forces are minimized. Based on developed rules of

engagement contained in the TACM main computer processor, orbital

maneuvering instructions are forwarded to the host vehicle to orient the

capture device normal to the determined plane of capture. The vehicle then
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pma_ds slowly in that direction, always updating and checking the updated

feature information with its data base. Change/update commands are

transmitted to the host vehicle. As the TACM kit approaches the target

vehicle, the arm synchronization system is activated.

Arm Synchronization System - This system takes the input delivered by the

image recognition system and implements spin table and arm motions to

attain near motion matching conditions with the satellite. The mechanism

arms will open to a diameter sufficient to reach beyond the maximum

envelope of the target satellite, based on the input received from the image

processing system. The depth of penetration of the TACM kit beyond the

initial plane of the target vehicle is based on a predetermined capture plan

(responding to reach capability, postulated target vehicle center of mass, and

target vehicle geometry). Once the plane of penetration is reached, beyond

the initial intersection plane, the arms will slowly close to just beyond the

maximum amplitude motion of the path of the adjacent satellite surface.

Pad Contact System - The f'mal stage involves a coordinated action to close

on the target vehicle using the capture arm pads. Each pad system has a

fast, fine-increment actuator system with about 20 inches of travel. The

purpose of this system is to initially track any eccentricity during the final

stages of capture, thus minimizing the requirements of moving the major

arm systems and thereby causing additional host vehicle stabilization

requirements. The motion of each pad is coordinated to slowly provide

simultaneous contact. Once contact is made (with minimum force applied),

the pad actuator movements deliver the desired controlled force application

to the satellite which prevents undesired levels of reaction forces and slowly

brings the captured satellite under control. Pad force sensor information

supports the onboard capture control logic. Further application of restraint

forces are then imposed to facilitate despin and controlled rigidization.
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4 SupportData

4.1 Envelopeconfiguration

The three-arm capture mechanism, as shown on Fig. 4-1, is capable of

capturing an object that has a maximum diameter of 160 inches, assuming

the TACM can approach the object normal to its principle axis. For an

assumed nutation angle of 5 degrees, the maximum capture diameter will

decrease to approximately 150 inches. These capture envelope estimates do

not consider required space requirements for sensor depth sensitivity nor

mass momentum effects. The TACM configuration allows capture of these

larger object only at their outer most extremities (see Fig. 4-1).

The smallest size object that the TACM could capture, based on geometrical

considerations, would have a diameter of 14 inches. The limiting condition

is the concurrent touching condition of the three pads.

Each arm is approximately 72 inches in length and is composed of a two

link mechanism, each controlled by a linear actuator. The tip section has an

additional actuator that can move 15 inches radial to the mechanism major

axis.

The basis for mechanism sizing was an Intelsat 6 class satellite that is 143

inches in diameter and 172 inches long. The mechanism can grasp this

object at a depth of 65 inches assuming a pure spin initial condition.

Assuming this object may be preeessing, the mechanism can deal with a

nutation angle up to 12 degrees on a geometrical basis; mass moment

dynamics interactions would have to be analyzed to provide limiting

operational capture conditions.

Assuming a totally cooperative target satellite, its mass effects on the capture

operation would be of secondary order ff we place no time constraints on

the capture mission. Realistically there will be limiting mass that the TACM
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should be designed tocapture;thiswillhave tobe determined based on

analysesof structuraland probable impact dynamics considerationsand the

capabilitiesof thehostvehiclewhich istoprovidea stableplatform.

4.2 Weight

The weight estimatesarebased on theexistingground demonstratortest

articleconfiguration,revisedforprojectedflightsizerequirements. A

computer code was used toprovide dataon structuralloads toensure that

the configurationwas withina11owablcvaluesduringspinup. A limiting

caseof I0 RPM was used toevaluatethelinkstructure.More determinate

load and strengthanalysisisrequiredforthearms under contactdynamics

conditionstogeneratebetterweight information.The former requiresmore

extensiveanalysisbeyond the scope of thisstudy.

Spin tablestructureweights arerepresentativebased on cantileverload

considerationsand spaceneeded to locateequipment. The weight of

components arebased on availablecommercial datasinceapplicableflight

weight components do not exist.

Table 4-2 presents a summary of the major elements of weight of the

mechanism together with the parameters used for developing the weight

estimates.

4.3 Power

Fig. 4-3 provides estimated maximum power consumption for each major

component using an assumed basis of a 28 Volt regulated power supply. The

estimates are to be considered order of magnitude since they are developed

from available commercial equipment. It appears that significant power draw

requirements are needed for the major actuators;this requirement is not

prolonged and is only perhaps needed during rigidizafion. Work-around to
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minimize the current draw requirements across the slip rings include possible

location of a battery on the spin table side with a trickle charge. Since we are

not under a strict lhaae requirement to complete the mission such alternatives

could be considered.

4.4 Data and Power Processing Requirements

The data processing requirements for a mission that is performed under

supervised autonomy is considerably larger than one under teleoperation.

The input and command logic normally exercised by the operator must be

included within the flight segment contained computer memory. This is in

addition to the control logic that is present for flight vehicles under

administrative pilot control. This section attempts to provide a ftrst order

estimate of the processing power and data flow requirements to perform

such a mission.

The TACM electronics package consists of a main processor on the host

vehicle connected via slip rings to the spin table and image processors on

the spin table (Fig. 4-4). Two VME busses house the processors, one on

each side of the.. slip rings, providing power and communications between

the processors and the various I/O and sensor cards. The processors are 32

bit low power CMOS devices with sufficient speed and memory to handle

the anticipated processing loads. A real time operating system (RTOS)

kernel ensures the ILrnely operation of individual processes within each

processor. The modular nature of the VME bus RTOS architecture

simplifies the addition of additional memory and/or processing power,

should the need arise.

The main processor drives the spin table motor and brake, and reads the

spin table encoder via a VME I/O card, simplifying upgrades for changing

mission requirements. Host vehicle and slip ring communication is handled

by the processor directly.
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The Spin Table processor controls the arm actuators through a VME I/O

card, while interfacing to the pads through pad head electronics mounted

remotely near each pad. The pad head electronics perform low level sensing

and control, off loading these functions from the spin table processor and

reducing the need for substantial sensor and actuator arm wiring. Sensor

noise is reduced by eliminating these lengths of wire and keeping the analog

sensing electronics away from the processor.

The image processing system runs onboard a dedicated processor card on

the VME bus, as the functions it must perform are both computationaUy and

data intense. It receives data from the CCD camera and laser sensor

interfaces,and communicates withthe spintableprocessorthrough the

VME bus and theTACM processorviathe sliprings.

Figure4-4 presentsa concept schematicforthecontroland power

distributionfortheTACM. In general,as much as possibleof thecontrol

logicshould be retainedon thehostvehiclesideof thespintablesliprings.

In like manner, where there is a high processing load as in the image

processor, only necessary information should transmitted across the slip

rings; the bulk of the processing should be performed on the side where the

sensors are located.

Figure 4-5 presents the estimated distributed processor sizing for the TACM

concept. Identification of sensory items and functional processor operations

are provided as a basis for sizing. A distributed processor architecture is

envisioned to increase response sensitivity of pad force reaction capability.

4.5 Host Vehicle Support Services

The mechanism is attached to a host vehicle. It is assumed that the host

vehicle will provide all reactive load compensation to maintain a stable work

platform for the three-arm capture mechanism. It will be responsible for

maintaining a power source for the mechanism. Communication with the
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Item Estima*.ed

Size

Sensory Rems

Pad head cards

Image Processing

Microprocessor

Spin Table

Microprocessor

TACM Main

Processor

Number

Required
3 na

32 bit

32 bit

32 bit

pressure sensors

actuator speed

actuator pos_on

laser inputs

camera

ranger

image digitizing input

actuator position inputs

actuator speed inputs

_n gages

motor control inputs

motor encoder inputs

brake inputs

applied load inputs

host vecicle status

ground commands

Fun_Jone

Internal processing

- average pressure data

- actuator speed control

. actuator position control

. distance calculation

- laser control

. side load cak=ulatJon

communications

- applied pressure

- d_=ncetoo4_e=
- side loads

'- receive actuator control commands

internal processing

'- image pixei processing

'- CAD data base matching

'- (laser) distance caioulations

'- motion predictions

'- inertaJ posen mapping

'- local area feature mapping

'- spin table ¢on_ol requirements

communication

'- interface with veflicte control

'- image ctessificabon results

;'- image map

I'- ope_onaJ commands
!Internal processing

'- main actuator speed control

'. main actuator link corttxol

'- main actuator pos_on

- actuator loads

communication

- provide status data

- accept actuator operationscommands

Internal processing

- store overall capture logic

- interface with aii other processors

- formulate operations instructions

- assess and issue safety commands

¢ommunicatJons

'- host vehicle interface and commands

'- other TACM microl:xocessor interfaces

'- provide mission commands

'- receive actuator contTOl commands

'- status conditions

Fig. 4-5 Estimated TACM Processor Sizing Basis
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ground station for operator supervisory commands and downloading of

mission data is assumed to be performed through this interface. All

necessary data compression to improve transmission to the ground is

assumed to be performed on host vehicle systems
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5 DevelopmentWork

5.1 Programmatics

Significant progress has been made on the satellite capture issue using

ground simulations. Teleoperated capture scenarios of stationary, spinning,

and precessing (off-axis spin) satellites have been performed in the

laboratory. 7,z To take this effort to the next level of maturity towards

autonomous operation, engineering and laboratory work must be directed

towards the sensory area and the problems of target satellite recognition,

controlled approach and dynamic capture.

Based on the results of this effort we contend that the existing

demonslration hardware delivered by Grumman to NASA/MSFC is suitable

for one-half scale ground simulation work, considering the size of existing

communications class satellites as capture targets. The efforts needed to

augment the existing hardware for automated capture missions, albeit with

remote operator supervision, consists of the following:

o Initiate work to develop an image recognition system that would

identify the shape of a target and characterize its movement based on

comparison with data base information. This system may also be

called upon to provide information on distance of the target from the

vehicle. The candidate equipment needed for this task is presently

envisioned to include two parallel sensor systems: a 2-D CCD

camera system and a laser mapping system. Simulation and

laboratory work is required to demonstrate the functionality of

system elements, confirm that functional requirement allocation is

correct, and establish the desired interfaces between these two

sensory elements. Both system elements must work within an

overall control philosophy that directs the vehicle to orient itself

along the desired capture path vector. This process would involve

investigating existing candidate systems that apply and formulating a
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detailedplanforintegrationof theiroutputdata,developing a logic

forthe overallvisionrecognitiontaskand ensuringthatthe system

elements complement the selectedcapturecontrolapproach.

Ultimatelyone system clement could be chosen over theother,or

one of them could become a lesssophisticatedsystem -these

decisionscannot be made atthispoint.

o Initiatea detailedcomputer modeling activitytocharacterizethe

momentum transferdynamics of two bodies,the concept three-arm

capturemechanism and thetargetsatellitebeing captured.

° Institute laboratory work to select/develop a ranging system for the

arm tip assembly.

° Upgrade the existing test article according to the results obtained

from the sensor work above and additional support hardware, such

as the arm tip pad actuators.

The order of presentation above, with items 1 and 2 taken together, indicate

the suggested sequence of activities that need to be performed.

The vision processing system is furthest from a mature element for our

application and is very important to the success of supervised autonomous

capture. Work being performed in developing generic vision systems that

perform feature recognition is starting to show progress; these efforts must

be focused on our application. Decisions then can be made on their direct

applicability and rcqukex:l modifications to facilitate the successful

completion of satellite capture.

The control approach philosophy must be derived from analysis of the

specific two-body dynamics application. The momentum transfer rates

when the target satellite first contacts the mechanism arm pads must be

analyzed to generate operational control logic to provide counter forces

through the mechanism interfaces that tend to null out the precession of the
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satellite. These analysis results must be investigated towards developing a

control logic that does not result in off-nominal forces for the mechanism or

satellite structure.

A ranging system for each arm tip, while not directly available for flight

use, appears to be further along technology development. There already

exists similar hardware, albeit used in earth applications; it has to be

reoriented to our requirements.

Figure 5-1 presents a plan for development of the fin'st two elements.

Analysis of the major areas (image recognition and control dynamics) must

first be performed. Once completed, it is proposed that computer graphical

representation of the analysis results be used as the vehicle to analyze how

the vehicle control logic should be implemented to perform capture while

maintaining a stable mechanism platform. The computer simulation provides

an opportunity to verify postulated sensor data stream rates and image pixel

thresholds for performing efficient target characterization. Further

commitments on laboratory hardware can proceed with less risk. A

complete hardware simulation series can then be performed, more from a

verification point of view than an initial investigatory sense. Once these

first two elements have been developed as ground demonstration

applications using the existing test hardware, we wiU have progressed to

proceeding with a ground test demonstration. The facilities at MSFC can

readily accommodate all requirements for the complete simulation scenario.

Upon conclusion of the ground test program, sufficient engineering data

will have been compiled to enable proceeding with a flight demonstration

effort.
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